
M ALAYSIAN  FU RN ITU RE

Daniel Maudlin

In both time span and volume of production Malaysian furniture is small scale. The 
start of furniture production on the Malay peninsular can be dated to as recently as the 
last quarter of the nineteenth century, whilst manufacture was almost exclusively 
restricted to the immediate royal court circles of the seven Sultanates into which the 
peninsular is divided.

Whether in a royal palace or villager’s house the most noticeable absence to a 
European would have been moveable furniture, in particular of chairs. Traditionally, 
the indigenous Malays did not use furniture, the custom being to sit cross legged upon 
the floor; royalty sitting upon a cushioned dais. This has much to do with the structure 
of Malay vernacular timber buildings, the design of which is based upon the free 
circulation of air. Unlike European dwellings the emphasis is upon a large central space 
used for various functions throughout the day as opposed to suites of rooms; the 
interior either being open to the outside or screened with carved lattice work to create 
a cool, shady environment.1 In such flexible, necessarily open, space both heavy fixed 
furniture and moveable pieces would be inconvenient. From the 1870s onwards the 
British moved into the Malay interior in search of tin and rubber, a process that 
culminated with the formation of the Federated Malay States in 1896. The most 
significant event was the signing of the Treaty of Pangkor in 1874. This established the 
first British Residency system at the Royal Perak Court in which the Resident was to be 
consulted upon all matters except ‘those touching upon Malay religion and custom’.2 
This brought the insular Malay royal courts into direct contact with Western culture 
for the first time. The British were not the first Europeans on the peninsular; they 
followed on from the Portuguese and later the Dutch. The difference was that beyond 
some trade they had restricted their activities to the coastal Straits Settlements of 
Penang, Malacca and Singapore.3 The few words for furniture in Bhasa Malay come 
from Portuguese, for example peti meaning chest or strong box. However, it is one 
thing to know that the Ferringghi or foreigners on the coast sit upon chairs and quite 
another to have them next to you in court. With the relatively recent arrival of the 
British residents at the royal courts the adoption of furniture was inevitable. This 
assimilation of Western culture is vividly shown in a series of official court photographs 
on display at the Royal Perak Museum. In the earliest photograph of the 1890s the 
Malay court are all seated upon the floor, the Sultan upon a cushion in the centre is 
flanked by the British resident and his staff seated upon chairs. By 1900 the court are 
still cross legged upon the floor but the Sultan uses a chair and by the 192.0s the entire 
court have chairs.

Malay furniture production was limited almost exclusively to the royal courts. This 
is not to say that this was the only class or group to adopt furniture but that these were 
the only centres of furniture production on the Peninsular.4 The mixed race populations
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of the Straits Settlements, the growing urban centres such as Kuala Lumpur and the 
newly founded schools, hospitals and administrative buildings all created a growing 
demand for furniture.5 But this was met by Chinese, Indian and European imports. To 
quote a colonial government report of 1908;

If the house chosen for inspection be that of a school master or some such hybrid mind it will reveal 
all the horrors of crocheted anti-macassars, bentwood Austrian chairs and oleographs of Queen 
Victoria.6

Neither was furniture production encouraged by the British for export purposes as in 
Sri Lanka.7 Despite the good quality of the native hardwood, chengal, which is similar 
to Burmese teak and light milk chocolate in colour and texture when polished, the 
British concentrated upon tin, rubber and later tea production rather than timber. The 
royal courts, were however, in an excellent position to produce their own furniture to 
furnish their increasingly concrete-built palaces. Whilst not having a furniture making 
tradition the royal courts in the late nineteenth century had a long and still vibrant 
joinery and carving tradition based upon the construction of timber palaces. Palaces 
were regularly built as each new Sultan would have his own built at a distance from 
that of his predecessor a symbolic and also practical tradition in a damp environment.8 
To this end a royal carpenter was an established member of the court. Known as the 
Bendahara, it was an hereditary title held by a minor line of the royal family. As with 
silk embroidery and silver work their fine carving was jealously guarded and was the 
preserve of the Sultan. The Bendahara would also be responsible for making smaller 
household items such as hunting traps for birds, fishing tackle boxes or games.

Completed in 1926, the Istana Kenangan was the last wooden palace built in 
Malaysia.9 Built by the royal carpenter to the Sultan of Perak it is constructed from 
chengal, using mortise and tenon and tongue and groove joints as well as turned 
banister rails. Joinery was traditionally held by glue made from buffalo milk curd and 
timber was either painted or polished with skate skins and camphor oil.10 For craftsmen 
accustomed to working on the scale of palaces turning their joinery, turning and 
carving skills to making furniture was no doubt easy. Importantly, it also stamped a 
definite Royal Malay identity over alien objects that imported pieces would lack.11 The 
Istana Kenangan was replaced in 1938 with a new concrete palace, Istana Iskandariah, 
on the occasion of the coronation of HRH Sultan Abdul Aziz. The new palace was 
furnished, and still is, with furniture made by the same men who built the older palace 
it superseded.12

The furniture produced by the royal courts was invariably a hybrid of European 
form and style combined with local materials, chengal wood, and traditional Malay 
carving motifs. A lack of evidence of printed designs such as pattern books suggest that 
European styles were copied from direct examples owned by the British connected to 
the courts.13 A piece of furniture being copied in form and then carved to suit Malay 
custom and taste. Malay carving is either pierced or in flat relief and combines 
interlocking, stylised foliate designs with central flower motifs such as the matahari or 
sunflower. Cosmic symbols and calligraphy, exclusive quotes from the Quran and 
Malay religious text the Jawi are also common.14
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Under Islamic observance animals and people are never depicted and plant forms are 
abstracted. The ascetic nature of Islam, though gentler in Malaysia than in the 
geometric art of the Arab world, means that carvings never cover an object but are 
confined to details and highlights such as cresting, finials, screens and framed panels.15 
For example, the set of chairs made for guests at Sultan Abdul Aziz’s coronation are 
nineteenth-century Jacobean revival in style. The crested top rail, caned back panel and 
block and baluster legs are typical of the Jacobean style but the cresting and apron are 
carved in the traditional Malay awan boyan pattern. Similarly, a lounge chair from 
Kelantan of unknown date, exhibited in the 1974 exhibition of traditional Woodcarving 
of Peninsular Malaysia in Kuala Lumpur, combines awan boyan carving with a design 
from J. C. Loudon.16 Particularly interesting is a bridal suite from Khota Bharu, made 
by the royal carpenter Haji Zakana Daud as recently as 1966 for the marriage of HRH 
Sultana Princess Salarani,17 as it combines European styles with sections taken from the 
old wooden palace, the Istana Jakar. A deliberate reference to the history and customs 
of the royal family, the Hepplewhite style wheel back chair, originally painted white, 
and the bed head board from the suite both employ former circular window lattices 
that represent the cosmos. The suite was completed with a nineteenth-century dressing 
table and cabinet, taken from the timber built Summer Palace of her father, Sultan 
Mohammed IV, carved with the awan jawa pattern and matahari across the cornice.

These pieces can be contrasted with Anglo-hybrid furniture from the Indian Sub- 
Continent where Hindu influence results in European furniture types that are much 
more densely carved. Regional differences in carving exist within Malaysia itself and 
reflect the differing strength of Islam between the Sultanates. In the eastern and central 
states where Islam is traditionally strongest carving is strictly abstract in pattern 
whereas in the north west a figurative element from Thailand exists. Similarly, in the 
southern state of Johor a Javanese and Sumatran cultural influence sees the presence of 
animal forms in carving as moral and spiritual symbols. For example, the itik pulang 
petang motif is based on a row of walking ducks, a symbol of obedience.18
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IN CO LO N IAL W ILLIA M SBU R G 1

L. W. S. Petznick

When a young fellow finds he has a genius for his trade or business, and has any thing of spirit, he 
generally lays hold of the first occasion to remove to England, or some other country, where he 
hopes for better encouragement.2

Edward Burt recognised the talents of wrights from the Highlands of Scotland,3 but 
noted, even in the early eighteenth century, that many of the country’s cleverest wrights 
were prone to emigrate. Burt, perhaps before his time, was astute to acknowledge the 
skill and potential influence of Scottish craftsmen who left the land of their birth 
seeking, if not a better life, greater encouragement in order to practise their trades. 
James Honey, (c. 1750-87) a wright trained in Perth could be viewed as such a 
craftsman who declined his right to enter the Wright Incorporation of Perth as a 
freeman in favour of booking passage to Williamsburg, Virginia.

Hundreds of apprentices indentured to freemen of the Wright Incorporation of Perth 
between 1700 and 1840 did not remain in Perth to become freemen, which means that 
they were not entitled to practise the art of the wright within the royalty of the Scottish 
Royal Burgh in their own right. Those men who had completed their indentures could 
become freemen upon the payment of dues if their essay pieces were approved.4 In 
effect, the greatest obstacle to overcome in order to trade as a furniture maker in Perth 
had been surpassed by apprentices such as Honey upon the completion of their 
training.5 Nevertheless, a great number of Perth’s apprentices did not apply for their 
freedom. Trained wrights and furniture makers such as James Honey circumvented the 
ancient privileges and strict trade practices of trade incorporations in Scottish Royal 
Burghs by seeking a different freedom in Britain’s eighteenth-century colonies. The 
names of Perth’s apprentices who did not become freemen were cross-referenced with 
available lists of wrights and cabinet makers within Britain, namely Francis Bamford’s 
Dictionary o f Edinburgh Furniture Makers and Geoffrey Beard and the late Christopher 
Gilbert’s Dictionary o f English Furniture Makers 1660-1840. A few names were found 
to correspond with contemporary dates, but insufficient evidence was offered to confirm 
that the persons in these lists were from Perth. James Honey, therefore, serves as the 
sole representative of a large group of apprentice wrights trained by the Wright 
Incorporation but who did not become freemen.

In light of the great emigrations from Scotland and from the rest of the United 
Kingdom, particularly after c. 1770, many American furniture studies were consulted 
to trace Perth apprentices to British Colonial America.6 Again names such as James 
Honey appeared, but locating a man with the same name and corresponding dates was 
inadequate proof. James Honey was first linked to Williamsburg, Virginia by consulting 
the Williamsburg People File, a computer generated file that identifies eighteenth- 
century inhabitants with Scottish origins at Colonial Williamsburg.7 Confirmation of
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Honey’s Perth origins was discovered upon consulting David Jones’s Scottish Furniture 
Makers Record at the University of St Andrews. David Dobson, a genealogist and 
historian specialising in Scots in the Colonies, had submitted evidence of James Honey’s 
death notice in the n  April 1787 edition of the Virginia Gazette which states clearly 
that he was a cabinet maker in Williamsburg, Virginia from Perth.8

Few documents record James Honey whilst he was in Perth, but his relationship with 
the Wright Incorporation appears to have followed the standard course. On 16 October 
1764 James Honey commenced an apprenticeship with John Blair. Blair became a 
freeman wright on 3 June 1751, held extensive property in Perth and was from a well 
established Perth wright family.9 According to the acts and statutes of the Incorporation, 
Blair was bound to instruct Honey in the art and science of the wright’s trade, to 
maintain him in his own house in Perth and to pay him wages. All this appears to have 
been satisfied. Nevertheless, Honey made no application to enter the Incorporation as 
a freeman wright as he was entitled to do after seven years since the commencement of 
his indenture. Hence, by 1771 Honey could have become a freeman wright upon the 
payment of entrance dues and upon successfully completing an essay piece, but Honey 
made no effort to gain his freedom of the Wright Incorporation.

Perth’s Burgh Records document James Honey’s family and his career after his 
apprenticeship and before embarking for Virginia. The 1773 List of Perth Inhabitants 
records that Honey’s father Samuel was a shoemaker originally from Methven parish, 
and that his mother’s name was Rebecca Donaldson.10 The census also records that 
Samuel Honey was a tenant of ‘the Revd Mr John Buist in Greenock’ and lists the 
occupations of his children: ‘James aged 23 Journeyman Wright, John aged 20 
Apprentice with Andrew Eadie Cooper, Thomas aged 18 Apprentice with Jo. Blair. 
Wright.’11 The List of Inhabitants confirms that Honey had not earned his freedom by 
1773. This source also illustrates a fairly common occurrence that brothers would serve 
their indentures with the same master, and if not that, they would be bound as 
apprentices to other freemen of the Wright Incorporation.12 Furthermore, as James 
Honey became a journeyman after his apprenticeship, other Perth apprentices may 
have utilised their training in the same manner. If so, this would explain, in part, why 
so many apprentices disappeared from extant records, because journeymen held no 
official function and were given little credit for the work they produced.13 Other men 
trained as apprentices who did not become freemen of the Wright Incorporation of 
Perth may have ventured abroad as Honey did.

By 14 June 1776, Honey had settled in Williamsburg and had entered into a carpentry 
and cabinet making partnership with Richard Harrocks. On that date, their advertise
ment appeared in the Purdie edition of the Virginia Gazette:
H O N EY &  H ARRO CKS, cabinet-makers, Williamfburg, beg leave to acquaint the publick, that 
they carry on the faid bufinefs in all its branches; they likewife make FLA X  WHEELS and CHECK  
REELS, and alfo STO CK GUNS in the neateft manner. As materials cannot be procured at this 
time upon credit, they expect ready money for their work. * * * Good encouragement will be given 
to a couple o f  JO U R N EYM EN , who will be liked the better if  they are acquainted with TURN IN G. 
An APPRENTICE is alfo wanted.1*

They continued to seek journeymen skilled in cabinet-making and in making flax 
wheels in August 1776, when they advertised the following:
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'Wanted, immediately, tivo Journeymen Cabinet-Makers; likewife three or four Journeymen who 
are aquainted with making Flax Wheels. Such Perfons will meet with good encouragement by 
appying [sic] to the Subfcribers, in Williamfhurg.

James Honey &  Richard Harrocksls.

Harrocks was recorded as a carpenter and cabinet maker ‘Opposite Capitol on 
Waller St’ in 1776, a location shared by Honey at least by 1786.16 According to Johannes 
Heuvel, master cabinet maker in Colonial Williamsburg, Honey ‘was briefly in the 
cabinet making business with Richard Harrocks’ .17 Unfortunately, Heuvel was not 
more precise. Nevertheless, the following receipt (dated less than a year after the above 
newspaper advertisement) indicates the type of work produced by their firm and 
provides an example of their patrons:
Public claims allowed . . . June 26, iyyy To Richard Harrocks, for a dozen mahogany chairs with 
hair bottoms for the use o f  the Senate, at jo  s each,--------- £30.0.0.18

Williamsburg, like Perth, was a centre of government. Where Perth’s Town Council 
offered commissions almost exclusively to Perth’s freemen, Williamsburg, then ‘capitol’ 
of the Virginia colony, served as source of patronage for Williamsburg’s tradesmen 
(until 1780 when the capital moved to Richmond).19 The Senate commissioned 
Harrocks for a dozen chairs, and Honey is recorded repairing chairs at the Governor’s 
Palace.20 Honey’s career in Williamsburg mirrors that of his Perth contemporaries in 
common training and similar sources of patronage, but his settlement in Williamsburg 
brought many differences. A notable distinction was that in Virginia, he was not 
required to enter a Royal Burgh Incorporation as a freeman nor pay entrance dues as 
there was no such organisation in Virginia. Unlike freemen wrights in Perth whose 
privileges dictated that competition for commissions was limited to its members, Honey 
was not protected from competition.21 His newspaper advertisements are a sign of the 
open trade in Williamsburg; it was in his best interest to advertise, a practise rarely seen 
in the exclusive and privileged furniture trade in Perth. It may have been Harrocks’s 
influence to advertise as it appears that Honey made no announcement of his arrival 
which was customary for other immigrant craftsmen to Williamsburg.22

Although Honey came to Williamsburg at a significant period of severing political 
ties with Britain (c. 1773-76), Williamsburg remained to be strongly influenced by 
Britain in social and cultural terms. Its eighteenth-century inhabitants were mainly of 
English or Scottish birth,23 and it is no surprise that Williamsburg’s inhabitants retained 
some familiar traditions or practices. One such tradition or institution that remained 
intact in Britain’s former colony was that of Freemasonry. Whilst Honey was an 
apprentice in Perth, three Masonic lodges met there.24 The Masonic Lodge of Scoon 
and Perth, No. 3 had very strong ties with the Wright Incorporation; The Lodge held 
their meetings in the Wrights Hall in the Watergate from 1725 to 1826. Furthermore, 
some prominent freemen wrights such as Deacon Patrick Conqueror25 and George 
Sandeman26 were also freemasons whose masonic connections extended commissions 
to them from fellow freemasons. Honey may have recognised the benefits offered to 
freemason cabinet makers in Perth or noted the career and commissions of the notable 
Williamsburg cabinet maker and freemason Benjamin Bucktrout (d. 1813), and joined 
the Williamsburg Lodge of Masons, No. 6 as a result.27 From a partial list of members,



Honey is recorded as a freemason from July to October 1779.28 No commissions 
resulting from his membership to the lodge have been found, but that aspect of his 
career should not be discounted as an influential source of patronage.

Another notable distinction with regard to Honey’s career in Williamsburg versus 
that of his contemporaries in Scotland was his use of slave labour. In ‘A List of Taxable 
Articles in the City of Williamsburg Taken by Robert Nicolson for the Year 1783 Under 
the Revenue Act’, Honey owned six tithable slaves over sixteen years old, namely Ben, 
Gabriel, Peter, Kate, Cloe and Dinah.29 Honey’s slaves number on a par with other 
inhabitants of Williamsburg, but unlike most of his neighbours, he listed no slaves 
under the age of sixteen, who would not have been as useful in his workshop as adults. 
Likewise, Humphrey Harwood, as fellow Scot and freemason, was a bricklayer and 
builder in Williamsburg from 1768 until his death in 1788/89.30 Harwood was registered 
at Lot 33 York Road, in 1782,31 and in the 1783 tax record, Harwood listed seven slaves 
in his household, five of whom were adults.32

The roup, which was and remains to be a popular means to transfer the ownership 
of property and goods in Scotland, was conveyed to Britain’s former colony and 
maintained as a method for selling property;

To be SOLD to the higheft bidder, for ready money, on Tuefday the 4th o f  April, at the fubfcriber’s, 
oppofite the capitol, A tenement in Waller’s ftreet, whereon is a houfe fite for the reception o f  a 
fmall family, and fome houfehold and kitchen furniture. Likewife a complete cheft o f  joiner’s tools. 
The fale to begin at 10 o ’clock, and continue till all are fold.

JA M ES H O N EY.33

The sale of Honey’s joiner’s tools in 1780 falsely implies that he ceased operating as a 
joiner or cabinet maker in Williamsburg. Indeed, Honey continued his business in 
Williamsburg until his death in April 1787. His death notice records that his executrix, 
presumably his wife, was Lucy Honey and his executor was David Morton. Honey and 
Morton announced the sale of James Honey’s ‘ [household furniture], wagon, set of 
cabinet maker’s tools and carpenter’s tools, and stock of timber on hand (including 
mahogany, black walnut, pine plank, etc.)’ in the 17 May 1787 edition of the Virginia 
Gazette and Weekly Advertiser,34 Hence, Honey continued to possess cabinet-making 
timbers and tools until his death.

Honey’s career as a wright trained in Perth was varied. He is known to have worked 
as a joiner at the Kings Mill for Henry Martin in 1784.35 Although Johannes Heuvel 
stated that Honey ‘was a house joiner rather than a cabinetmaker’ , other evidence 
proves the contrary.36 Honey exercised many sides of a wright’s trade which indicates 
the pervasive apprenticeship system in Perth, whereby apprentices were trained in all 
aspects of woodwork, except that of the cooper.37 Honey repaired chairs at the 
Governor’s Palace, advertised with Harrocks for journeymen and apprentices in the 
cabinet making trade and possessed cabinet maker’s tools and cabinet making timbers. 
Whether or not Scottish furniture types or methods of construction were transported 
with him from Perth to Williamsburg remains to be seen. Although no articles of 
furniture have been traced to indicate the style of his furniture, Ronald L. Hurst and 
Jonathan Prown describe Honey as an artisan who provided ‘relatively plain neo
classical wares to local residents’. 38
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Thornton, Youngson, A. J. (ed.), London: Collins, 1974, p. 57. From Burt’s Letter V.
3. ‘ I sent one day for a wright (they have no such distinction as joiner) to make me an engine to chop straw . . .  
he made me the machine, which was more like the work of one of your cabinet-makers in London, than that of 
an Inverness carpenter.’ Burt, Letter V, p. 56.
4. Having obtained a burgess ticket and having served an apprenticeship, the apprentice was entitled to apply 
for entrance to the Incorporation but not until seven years had passed since his Indenture began. (30 June 
1724 —  Trans., p. 49 and Acts and Statutes, Act 76).
5. Other means of entering the Incorporation as a freeman were more desirable and less expensive, but unless 
apprentice wrights married a freeman’s daughter his entrance dues were considerably higher than those for 
sons and sons-in-law of freemen. The only other method of attaining the right to trade as a wright in Perth was 
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6. The following were searched for Perth apprentices: Petznick 1993, Watson 1948, Whitley 1969, Beasley 
19 71, Beasley 19 71, Bejerkoe 1957, Fairbanks 1981, Hurst 1997, Jobe 1993, Ketchum 1994, New Hampshire 
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7. Petznick, L. W . S., Williamsburg People File. A  computer file of Williamsburg’s eighteenth-century Scottish
residents in the Collections and Museums Department of Colonial Williamsburg (1993).
8. Honey died ‘Sunday Se’nnight night, 1787’ . See also McGhan, Judith, Virginia Vital Records, Baltimore: 
Genealogical Publishing Co., 1984. p. 150 (J.P.).
9. A  transcription of the Minute Books of the Wright Incorporation from 1700 to 1840 was submitted as a 
separately bound appendix to the doctoral thesis mentioned in reference 1. Blair’s freedom is recorded in the 
transcription, p. 126.
10. B59/24/1/40.34.1773.
1 1 .  B59/24/1/40.34. 1773. Thomas Honey’s apprenticeship is dated 14  Feb 1768 and recorded in Indenture 
Book 27 held by the Perth Museum and Art Gallery.
12. The Wright Incorporation of Perth protected and governed the trades of the wright, mason, plasterer, 
slater, glazier, barber and bookbinder within the royalty of the Royal Burgh.
13. The Wright Incorporation did not record the names of journeymen in Perth after 1755, unless the 
journeymen were accused of encroachments (i.e. producing wrightwork in Perth without being bound to a 
freeman of the Incorporation).
14. Virginia Gazette, Purdie Edition, 14 June 1776, P3cz (J.P.).
15. Virginia Gazette, Dixon Edition, 24 Aug 1776, P7C2 (J.P.).
1 6. Petznick, L. W . S., ibid., pp. 104 and 106.
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18. Petznick, L. W. S., ibid., p. 106.
19. See Hurst, Ronald L. and Jonathan Prown. Southern Furniture, 16 8 0 -18 30 : The Colonial Williamsburg 
Collection, Williamsburg, VA: Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 1997, p. 183.
20. P.C.J. of Va, IX 125 Palace notes IV 260. Petznick, L. W. S., ibid., p. 104.
21. Freemen wrights of the Wright Incorporation held intact their monopoly over producing or selling wright 
work in Perth at least from 1538 until the end of the eighteenth century. (Act and Statutes Book, Act 1, 
25 March 1538. This book is held by the current Clerk of the Incorporation, M r Alex Lamond, at his Miller 
Hendry Offices in Perth). Unfreemen sought to work in Perth and its newly created suburbs at the end of the 
eighteenth and increasingly in the nineteenth century, thereby creating competition for Perth’s freemen.
22. For example, once Benjamin Bucktrout had left Anthony H ay’s workshop, he quickly advised potential 
customers that he had commenced business. Virginia Gazette. Purdie and Dixon edition, 25 July 1766 and 
Ronald L. Hurst and Jonathan Prown. Southern Furniture 16 8 0 -18 30 : The Colonial Williamsburg Collection, 
Williamsburg: The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 1997, p. 196.
23. See Petznick, L. W. S., ibid.
24. The Perth Lodges were the Masonic Lodge of Scoon and Perth, No. 3, the Lodge of St Andrew Perth now 
No. 74 (Minutes to this lodge from 1758 to 1806 are lost) and the Lodge Royal Arch of Perth now No. 122,
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